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Article abstract
For a good number of observers, both from the inside and the outside, Spain
seems to constitute an extreme case of identification between Catholicism and
the state. This paper, based on two very well documented recent works by M.
Diaz-Salazar, professor at the Complutense University of Madrid, attempts to
identify solidarities which link Catholicism with the living forces of modern
Spain at three points in its history' : the beginning of the century, the triumph
of national-Catholicism, and the return of a pluralistic and secularized society.
This analysis poses a fundamental question and gives birth to the outline of a
socio-religious theory of the sacred as a favored direction for explicative
research. It is to be hoped that the detailed study of the social, political and
religious evolution of Catholicism within a modern society may help us to
better situate the real solidarities experienced by men and women - here and
elsewhere - in this end of the century.
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